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Abstract 
Lee A. Miller 
May 21,2008 
Honors Thesis 
HONRS 499 
The creative project I chose to complete for my Honors thesis aligns with the 
requirements for an Interior Design senior project, which it also served as. The purpose of 
the senior project is to represent what has been learned through the four-year program in 
Interior Design that Ball State offers. From programming to construction documents, the 
project I have completed is very similar to one which might be completed by an interior 
designer working in the professional world. 
The following contents detail the design process through the two semesters of 
work on my chosen project. The beginning ofthe packet contains a lengthy introductory 
paper. The paper is a full explanation of how this particular project came about, what the 
requirements were for the project, and the different phases my creative process took. The 
paper details my concept for the project as well as goals and issues to avoid. 
The first pages included after the introductory paper are printouts of a schematic 
presentation which include initial layout ideas. The second set of printouts is of a 
midterm presentation with mostly complete plans and the beginnings of my finishes, 
furniture and lighting choices. There is also a programming manual, a second part of the 
midterm requirements. The rest of the included documents are the final requirements for 
my senior project. These include presentation boards, which feature inspiration, a design 
summary, floor plan, and perspective drawings. Then there are construction documents 
detailing the demolition and new construction, ceiling, lighting, finishes, furniture, and 
floor pattern plans as well as details and elevations. Lastly, I have included manuals for 
finishes, furniture, and lighting as well as several schedules and three specification 
sections for various finishes. 
The finished product is a good representation of Interior Design for people 
unknowledgeable of the Interior Design profession. Without going into too much detail, 
one can see the variety of required processes from initial planning to prepare the project 
for construction. 
Introduction 
Upon entering my senior year, I was required to find an existing facility on which 
to base my final studio project. The requirements were that the building had to be a 
minimum of 5,000 square feet and of commercial use. The first portion of the project was 
completed in Programming (FCSMR 390), in Fall 2007. For this class we completed 
initial programming to find out client's needs and wants and analyzed issues with the 
building in order to determine how to improve the current facility. Then, in Spring 2008, 
we entered into the schematics and final construction phase of the project, Studio 6 
(FCSMR 484). Here we used what was learned in Programming to determine the best 
solutions and then narrow that down to one design, for which we completed construction 
documents. 
The facility I chose to complete my project is Advanced Medical Imaging in 
Kokomo, Indiana. The facility is a medical office building run by two radiologists who 
work in conjunction with a staff of administrative assistants, a business manager, and 
technicians who complete patient exams using X-Ray, mammography, bone density, 
nuclear medicine, CT, MRI, P.E.T., and ultrasound technology. Advanced Medical 
Imaging houses state-of-the-art imaging equipment to provide the best results and care 
for its patients. The facility has been in business and serving the community of Kokomo 
since 2003. Advanced Medical Imaging is located in an area of the city where there are 
other small medical facilities such as dental offices, OBGYN, and family practice offices. 
There are also other imaging centers located nearby in competition with AMI. While 
AMI uses advanced technology and is housed in a fairly new building, the facility has 
some issues. If these issues affected Advanced Medical Imaging's facility were to be 
resolved and better functionality implemented, it would improve employees' and 
patients' experience, which could improve AMI's livelihood. 
My first visit to the facility was in August of 2007, just a week after the semester 
began. I spent several hours at the facility, speaking to everyone present that day about 
concerns they had and ideas for improvement. They all expressed some concerns with the 
building that interfere with or affect their daily work. I also spoke with the business 
manager, who was my main contact during the project. 
Programming 
Through the semester of programming, a series of assignments were completed in 
order to gain a full understanding of problems and the ways in which the users of the 
building function. Some of the assignments completed were developing design issues, 
client needs, an information index, a criteria matrix, and design benchmarks. These 
involved revisiting the facility, visiting other facilities to compare and contrast, going 
over client concerns, researching trends, and much more. 
Design Issues (Developed as part of Programming) 
I developed a list of design issues to address. These are mostly based on concerns 
expressed to me by the staff of Advanced Medical Imaging. 
1. Storage- The current facility lacks storage in several areas of the building. The 
reception and open office area could really benefit from an addition to upper storage 
cabinets. These would be visible from the lobby and would hide the clutter that currently 
sits on top of the base cabinets. The CT/MRI and Mammography/Bone Density control 
rooms lack storage as well in the form of upper and lower cabinets. Again, more storage 
eliminates unsightliness of clutter and makes staff feel as through they are in a more 
pleasant environment. Storage for patients is limited as well in the dressing rooms. The 
storage drawers are not deep enough to store clothing. Their comfort and feeling of 
security is very important in a place where they may feel vulnerable. 
2. Privacy- Privacy is very much a concern in the existing facility. The reception office 
needs to be less audible from the lobby for staff privacy. Areas of the reception office 
that are used by staff are open to patients' view, which isn't necessary or wanted. There 
are currently two workstation areas further down from the reception desk that are totally 
open to the lobby above counter height. If these were closed and staff had more privacy, 
they could be more comfortable and efficient in their work. The workstations central to 
the open office lack privacy as well, which again, can make staff feel uncomfortable. 
3. Audibility-Because the current lobby and reception are very open, noise travels easily 
from one place to another. This is an overall issue in the building. In the same area that 
the office lacks privacy from the lobby where workstations are open above counter 
height, noise is able to travel to and from the lobby and reception. 
4. Circulation- Circulation needs to be improved in order to increase patient and staff 
satisfaction with the facility overall. In order to maximize existing amenities, the unused 
transaction spaces should be closed off and made into staff workstations. The existing 
dressing rooms are closed offby accordion doors. These are a problem in that they do not 
give patients enough privacy and the option to lock the door when dressing. Also, they 
are difficult to get out of as there aren't door handles on the inside of the rooms. These 
have been removed with the new plans for the imaging center. In addition, one of the 
door frames in the building has been damaged because the door frame across the corridor 
from it is too narrow to move cots in and out of and the corridor is too narrow. In the new 
plan, doorway clearances and corridor widths are an important consideration to ensure 
staff and patients can easily enter and exit rooms. 
5. Comfort- Comfort is a key issue and an important factor to any facility providing a 
service such as Advanced Medical Imaging does. The furniture in the lobby looks as 
though it may be sufficiently comfortable. However, they aren't appropriate for 
commercial healthcare use because they do not provide enough support for physically 
weak or elderly people and are difficult to get up from. More appropriate and supportive 
seating is a necessity. 
6. Durability-The finishes in the current facility have not held up as long as they should 
have and need to be replaced. Since I am re-designing the entire facility, the current 
conditions of some of the finishes are a good example for me of what not to specify and 
have directed me toward looking at other options. The carpeting in the reception office 
show wear and stains and are unsightly. The vinyl composition tile used in the exam 
rooms and corridors is beginning to split apart because ofthe heavy equipment moved 
around the facility. 
7. Visibility- Natural and artificial lighting are both an issue in the existing space. The 
lighting conditions in these two rooms can be bothersome to patients and staff on very 
bright days. The fluctuation oflighting during the day can also be bothersome, 
particularly to staff. Relocation of affected rooms is a consideration as well as a 
professional blind/louver system to control natural daylight. Artificial lighting, too, is an 
issue in some exam rooms where light shines directly in patients' eyes, such as in the 
MRI room. This problem will be taken into consideration when working on the lighting 
plan. 
Though there are more issues than these seven, these are the main issues that I have 
researched for ways to improve and have taken most into consideration when during the 
re-design in schematics and in the final design. 
Concept and Goals 
Concept: The re-design of Advanced Medical Imaging, based on the idea of a day spa, 
will create an environment that meets patients' comfort and medical needs. In addition, it 
will provide a comfortable work environment for staff. The new design will promote 
efficient exams and a pleasant experience for patients. It will provide a sense of pride in 
work for staff and will offer personalized care in visits for patients. 
Tangible Goals: 
• Barrier between lobby and reception 
• Adequate storage throughout facility 
• ADA accessibility throughout space 
• Adequately equipped rooms (especially in conference and break rooms) 
• Proper sizes and space in all exam rooms 
• Supportive furniture in facility 
• Appropriate natural and artificial lighting 
• Updated finishes 
• Design that allows for state-of-the-art technology 
• Design that allows for quick and accurate patient visits 
Intangible Goals: 
• More welcoming environment for patients 
• Atmosphere that is relaxing and provides peace of mind 
• Design that supports a strong reputation among local doctors and hospitals 
• An environment that fosters open communication among staff 
• An enjoyable and comfortable work environment 
• A feeling of privacy for patients when in facility 
• Design that takes into consideration employees' needs and motivates their work 
• An environment that makes patients feel they are treated especially for their needs 
• An environment that fosters open communication between patients and staff while 
maintaining confidentiality 
• Appropriate balance of medicinal and therapeutic in the environment 
Schematics 
Upon entering the second and final semester, we were asked to research 
benchmark projects-those that were an inspiration to our own projects with elements 
that could be implemented. In addition we were to find design trends particular to our 
area of design. Some benchmark projects or medical office buildings I found include the 
TMC Advanced Imaging in Goodyear Arizona, designed by the Stein-Cox Group. This 
imaging center features warm and inviting finishes, privacy to the reception office, 
lighting fixtures and wood touches, all of which I like. The MemorialCare Breast Center 
in Anaheim, California, designed by Taylor & Associates Architects features a 
contemporary but relaxed environment, well-equipped dressing rooms, a mixture of 
curvilinear and angular features, and use of metal and glass, which I like as welL The last 
benchmark of an existing facility I found I appreciated was the Resurrection Medical 
Center in Chicago, designed by Loeb Schlossman & HackL This facility features warm 
lighting, curvilinear features, and an impressive reception desk. 
The other main portion of my research was on trends in the healthcare industry. 
One really helpful article I found and read was The Role of the Physical Environment and 
Social Environment in Promoting Health, Safety, and Effectiveness in the Healthcare 
Workplace, by the Center for Health Design: 
• It is important for family to be accommodated and incorporated into a patient's 
care. 
• Healthcare work is more effective when practitioners work in well-developed 
teams and interdependently of patients a family_ 
• It has also been found that healthcare has moved from treating patients physically 
to more holistic treatment-emotionally and spiritually also 
• Physical environment affects health and safety of health care employees 
• Back pain is common among healthcare workers, ergonomics is important to their 
jobs-softer floors, evaluation of works paces needed 
• Office areas for interactive work are important, staff lounges, neutral zones as 
well as dedicated spaces 
• Inadequate lighting and chaotic work environments increase the likelihood of 
error 
• Similarly equipped rooms help people avoid confusion 
From the article The Marriage of Form and Function: Creating a Healing Environment 
by KI, I found the following trends: 
• A healing environment is not only one that takes care of the patient but the family 
of the patient and the caregivers or healthcare workers 
• Bring the outside in 
• Lounge area for staff to relax in 
• Concealed storage 
• Finishes and furnishings that give a home-like feel 
One other thing we were asked to consider during schematics was finding an item or 
concept of inspiration that we could base our design on in order to make it stronger. 
Because several ofthe trends of the healthcare industry that I found relate to comfort and 
healing environments, I decided I would implement a day spa theme in my design. I 
decided I would create an environment pleasing and comfortable to staff and patients 
through what I found about spa design. The finishes too would reflect the color schemes 
of many day spas-soothing greens, yellows, and blues and a mix of materials such as 
wood, glass, and metal. This theme benefits the new design because it will provide a 
healing, restorative environment and it will improve patients' feelings toward medical 
facilities. Most patients, whether visiting any kind of medical or dental office, feel some 
apprehension about their visit. The calming finishes and relaxing environment will make 
people more comfortable and give them a different attitude toward medial appointments. 
Construction Documents 
After midterm reviews and any last changes had been made to the final plans, I 
was ready to begin the construction document phase. The final documents due for the 
project were a set of construction documents 18"x24" at least twenty pages long, two 
presentation boards 24"x36" and manuals for lighting, furniture and finishes, as well as 
schedules and specifications for three different finishes. 
My construction document list is as follows: 
• A 1 Coversheet 
• A2 Existing Floor Plan 
• A3 Demolition Floor Plan 
• A4.1 Construction Floor Plan 
• A4.2 Construction Enlarged Plans 
• AS.1 Interior Elevations 
• AS.2 Interior Elevations 
• AS.3 Interior Elevations 
• AS.4 Interior Elevations and Sections 
• A6.1 Interior Sections 
• A6.2 Interior Sections 
• A6.3 Interior Sections 
• A 7 Interior Partition Types and Details 
• AS.I Door Elevations and Details 
• AS.2 Door and Window Schedule, Window Details 
• A9.1 Finishes Plan 
• A9.2 Finishes Schedule 
• A9.3 Floor Patterns 
• A9.4 Enlarged Floor Patterns 
• E 1.1 Reflected Ceiling Plan 
• El.2 Lighting Schedule 
• F 1.1 Furniture Plan 
• FI.2 Furniture Schedule 
Conclusion 
With this project being the most complete project I have completed in my 
education at Ball State University, I have learned a lot and have improved my abilities. I 
have been able to apply what I've learned in different classes throughout the last four 
years. The two semesters dedicated to this project have also helped ensure time to 
complete the start-to-finish process. I am glad that plenty of time was allotted for 
programming. Through meeting with my clients and completing assignments in FCSMR 
390 and additional programming in FCSMR 4S4, I was given ample time to decide what 
needs to be changed from the current design and develop ideas for improvement. 
Developing goals and a concept statement helped me decide what was most important in 
my design. A schematics phase with several reviews with my professor helped me draft a 
few floor plans and narrow down the best option. The construction document phase was 
intensive, but is very important because it illustrates the complexity ofthe project and 
how it is to be completed. Overall, even though I have had experience in most design 
phases that were completed in this project, I sti111eamed quite a lot. This project has 
shown itself to be a culmination of my skills and talents as an interior designer and has 
definitely prepared me for the professional world. 
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Introduction to the project ... 
vanced Medical Imaging 
2008 West Boulevard Kokomo, IN 46902 
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Existing plan: 
( 
Client: 
--main client: office man-
ager, female, early 30s, 
--other clients: all em-
ployees, male and female, 
young adult to middle-
aged 
--patients: all ages, male 
and female, mainly mid-
dIe-aged to elderly 
Mission: 
My mission for this project is 
to serve my client by provid-
ing her and her employees 
with the needs and wants they 
have for Improving the facility 
in a well-organized and well-
thought out design. Through 
addressing all Issues concern-
Ing employees and patients of 
the, space, I Intend to provide a 
more sound and efficient facility. 
I willeff'ectively address the is-
sues I have found through re-
searching the best solutiilns and 
wUl implement them in a well-
planned design. Addressing and 
achieving the goals I have set 
will provide employees and pa-
tients with satisfaction In know-
ing their needs have been met. 
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Goals for the re-design ... 
After reviewing my initial program for the project, I have made a list 
of goals based on client needs for improvement: 
--More of a barrier between lobby and reception 
--Outlets on all walls 
--Storage in exam rooms 
--All patient restrooms need to uniform and accessible 
--Exam rooms and prep room doorways need to be wide enough for 
equipment 
--Proper doors on dressing rooms 
--Ultrasound room needs to be larger than existing 
--Better equipped conference room: mini fridge, projection screen, 
countertop 
-Storage on back wall 
-Proper storage in this room 
-Accordion doors need to be replaced 
-Reception/office area needs privacy 
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-Setter-equipped conference room 
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Goals for the re-design .. _ 
Continued: 
--Appliances needed in kitchen, larger table to seat many 
--Break Room/Kitchen further from patient care 
--Sliding doors in lobby entrance 
--Better storage in dressing rooms 
--More supportive furniture in lobby 
--Privacy panels in office workstations 
--Quiet room away from utilities 
--Counterspace in laundry room 
--Update finishes in corridor, reception, various exam rooms 
--Shading from sunlight in front of building 
-- .,-
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-Furniture needs to be improved 
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-Improved storage in dressing roo 
-Updated flooring in corridors 
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Inspiration . 
Attractive storage 
hnp://W\vw,azimutharc,comfinteriordesigniprojects/ 
pain cr. hIm! 
]ohnsonite iQ flooring 
Exam room with uniform storage 
Steelcase Nurture ideas 
Aventon Collection 
Studio Q 
Steelcase Nurture ideas 
{ 
Miscellaneous: 
--Centrality 
--Uniformity 
--Warmth 
--Comfort 
--Support 
--Durability 
Health Design ArtIcle 
http://www.heattbde$ign.Ol.l!ire-
,earch!reports/docl\ltlelltIliCHD _Is-
SUe J'aper3.pdf 
Alexa Collection 
Studio Q 
http .!wwwstudioqfumiture. 
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Schematic Ideas and Layouts 
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Ideas: 
--Centrally located recep-
, tion accessible to patient 
and employee areas 
--Common office areas 
together 
--Exam rooms near each 
other 
Final Schematic Layout 
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DESIGN CONCEPTUALIZATION 
concept statement: 
The re-design of Advanced Medical Imaging, based on the idea of a day spa, will create an environment that 
meets patients' comfort and medical needs. In addition it will provide a comfortable work environment for staff. 
The new design will promote efficient exams and a pleasant experience for patients. It will provide a sense of pride 
in work for staff and will offer personalized care in visits for patients. 
Tangible Goals: 
• Barrier between lobby and reception 
• Adequate storage throughout facility 
• ADA accessibility throughout space 
• Adequately equipped rooms (especially in conference and 
break rooms) 
• Proper sizes and space in all exam rooms 
• Supportive furniture in facility 
• Appropriate natural and artificial lighting 
• Updated finishes 
• Design that allows for state-of-the-art technology 
• Design that allows for quick and accurate patient visits 
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Intangible Goals: 
• More welcoming environment for patients 
• Atmosphere that is relaxing and provides peace of mind 
• Design that supports a strong reputation among local doctors and 
hospitals 
• An environment that fosters open communication among staff 
• An enjoyable and comfortable work environment 
• A feeing of privacy for patients when in facility 
• Design that takes into consideration employees' needs and moti-
vates their work 
• An environment that makes patients feel they are treated especially 
for their needs 
• An environment that fosters open communication between patients 
and staff while maintaining confidentiality 
• Appropriate balance of medicinal and theraputic in the environ-
ment 
Demographic: 
• Staff: 30's to 50's, college education 
• Patients: any person needing a medical imaging, 
men and women, all ages, mainly middle-aged to 
elderly 
Keywords: 
• Relaxation • Specialization 
• Comfort • Functional 
• Theraputic • Accessible 
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ELEVATIONS AND SECTION 
ltr'Xt 
6' RECESSED CAN 48" DIRECT IINDIRECT 
SUSPENDED 
KITCHEN/BREAK ROOM ELEVATION 
SCALE: 1/4" == 1'-0" 
WEST WALL SECTION CUT VIEW 
SCALE: 3/16/1 = 1'-0" 
(CUT PLANE SHOWN IN NEW fLOOR PLAN) 
DOOR TO MAIN 6' RECESSED CAN 
LUMINAIRES-
BASEBOARD 
RECEPTION DESK ELEVATION 
SCALE: 1/4" 1'-0" 
PANEL 
TRANSACTION COUNTER 
TRANSACTION COUNTf:R 
TO MAIN 
YTERIOR WALL 
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SCHEMATICS AND FURNISHINGS 
,,. 
Conference Room Perspective 
" 
Reception Desk Perspective 
Hera Xenon XRl Recessed Can 
(, 
" 
West Side of Main Corridor 
Durado DR Series by lamar lighting 
Sieste seating by Brayton 
X-Ray Illuminator by 
Heollheare lighting 
Amaris seating by SoHeare 
Jenny sealing by Sleeicase 
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SPECIAL 
Bigelow Pica dilly 
FINISHES 
Formica Venetian Gold Granile 
laminate 
Chemelal Bounce laminate 
Chemelal franklin laminate 
Formica Creme Quarslone laminate 
Sherwin Williams 
Majolica Green 
Sherwin Williams 
Moderne White 
Sherwin Williams 
Ramie 
3 Form freeze resin paneling 
Johnsonite Visualizer: 
3 Form Scribble resin paneling 
Armstrong Connection Corlon 
Ught Gold vinyl 
Benjamin Moore Cascade Mountains 
• Johnsonite Wallbose Inflection Prome in Snow White 
• Johnsonite Optima Homogenous Carmellnflusion flooring 
Armstrong Optima grid ceilings 
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Project Summary 
BASIC HISTORY: other imaging centers located nearby 
Advanced Medical Imaging is a in competition with AMI. While AMI uses 
medical facility in Kokomo, Indiana, advanced technology, and is housed in 
specializing in medical imaging. Two a fairly new building, the facility has some 
radiologists who work in conjunction issues. If these issues affecting Advanced 
with local doctors, referring patients, Medical Imaging's facility were to 
run the facility. Advanced Medical be resolved and better functionality 
Imaging houses state-of-the-art imaging implemented, it would improve the 
equipment to provide the best results and employees' and patients' experience, 
care for its patients. The facility has been which could improve AMI's livelihood. 
in business and serving the community of SCOPE OF THE PROJECT: 
Kokomo since 2003. Advanced Medical A few months ago, visited 
Imaging is located in an area of the city the facility during business hours 
where there are other small medical and spoke with several employees. 
facilities such as dental offices, OBGYN, 
and family practice offices. There are also 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------0 
They all expressed some concerns with 
the building that interfere with or affect 
their daily work. I also spoke with the 
manager, who is my main contact during 
the project. 
In general, storage is a great need 
throughout the building. Other changes 
my clients would like to see include a 
better noise barrier between the lobby 
and reception area, optimizing space in 
reception to allow for more workspace, 
adding appliances to the kitchen, 
maximize seating in kitchen, and making 
some spaces into places for storage. In 
several parts of the building, rooms need 
to be re-designed to fill the needs of 
that particular area. For example, there 
is a mammography waiting room that 
is rarely used. The clients would like to 
see this room turned into a restroom for 
patient use. There are also some issues 
with the finishes. Some are not durable 
more outlets for equipment, moving some enough and need replaced; some are 
rooms for better utilization, widening just unattractive. 
doorways, improving patient dressing 
rooms, changing the lighting plan in 
some places, providing a blind system in 
several rooms, more supportive patient 
seating, more seating in back hallway, ~ 
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Project Summary 
Throughout the programming phase plan, ceiling plan, furniture layout, lighting 
during FCSMR 390, until this semester, I had layout, and finishes for the entire facility. 
intended to maintain the original facility The facility is all on one level within a square-
layout and just make minor spatial changes like structure and isabout 1 O,OOOsquare feet. 
with my re-design. However, I have now Forthe re-design I will be keeping in mind the 
decided to re-design the entire floorplan, interior aesthetics and atmosphere of spas. 
starting with a clean slate and designing Because medical visits are often dreaded 
the imaging center as if it were new and patients may feel uncomfortable 
construction. Through this approach I will in medical environments, I have been 
be able to show more creativity while still inspired to create a new environment. The 
keeping in mind the clients' needs in order re-design I am working on is one that will 
to design a fully functional facility. I have re- be relaxing and soothing to patients and 
allocated space for all components of the comfortably functional for staff. In this way 
imaging center including the reception and it will reflect a spa atmosphere but will also 
waiting area, exam rooms, offices, utilities, be a professional and clean environment. 
restrooms, etc. I will provide a demolition 
plan for the existing building, a new floor 
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Design Issues 
Issue: Storage [Convenience) 
The current facility lacks storage in several areas of the building, 
as show in photos below. The effects on each area are listed 
below the photos. 
The current storage situation in this control 
room prevents staff from having a more pro-
fessionai-looking work area and increases 
the likelihood of clutter. Proper storage would 
make for a more pleasant and organized 
workspace . 
This area of the 
reception office 
could really benefit 
from upper cabinet 
storage because 
it visible from the 
lobby. 
The control room between which staff moves from mam-
mography to bone density lacks lower cabinet storage. 
Having storage for a printer and computer tower would 
alleviate the unsightliness of cords and be beneficial if stor-
age were needed for other reasons too. 
The storage found in this dressing room, identical 
to the other three is impractical because patients 
do not have sufficient space to store items such 
as outerwear. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------0 
Issue: Privacy 
Privacy is very much a concern in the existing facility. The re-
ception office needs to be less audible from the lobby for staff 
privacy. Areas of the receptio n office that are used by staff are 
open to patients' view, which isn't necessary. The effects on 
each area are listed below the photoQraphs. 
The right side of what's shown in this photograph was 
meant to be an additional transaction counter to assist 
patients at however, it is not used for this purpose. Instead 
it is used for staff work and needs to be closed off from the 
lobby to ensure more comfort and productivity. 
As apparent in this photograph, the patients in 
the lobby awaiting their visits have a clear view of 
what's going on in areas of the reception office. This 
can make staff feel insecure in their work and needs 
to be changed. 
These central workstations are situated in the middle 
of the reception office. This placement can make staff 
working at these desks feel insecure and vulnerable, so it 
is important to give them privacy in their work. 
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Design Issues 
Issue: Audibility INoise traveling) 
Because the current lobby and reception area are very open, 
noise travels easily from one place to another. This is an overall 
issue in the building and is detailed more specifically in the be-
low photographs. 
The break room shown in this photograph is located 
too close to patient care rooms, which is an issue that 
has been expressed by staff of the facility. The current 
location of the break room is a contributor to disturbing 
levels of noise heard in exam rooms from time to time. 
It is easy to see in this photo-
graph how open the reception 
transaction counters are to 
the lobby. Unlike some offices 
where there is a window into 
the lobby, this countertop is to-
tally open up to the ceiling and 
creates an easy way for sound 
to travel from the lobby to the 
reception office. 
This photograph, taken from the lobby, is evi-
dence of how well patients can see the recep-
tion office, and again, evidence of how easily 
sound can travel from the lobby to the recep-
tion office. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~O 
Issue: Circulation 
Circulation needs to be improved in order to increase patient 
and staff satisfaction with the facility overall. The below pho-
tographs are examples of spaces where the circulaton could 
stand improvement. 
The damage done 
to the door frame 
this photo is be-
cause of a door-
way across from 
this one that is too 
narrow and causes 
difficulty moving 
cots in and out of 
the room. In the 
new plan, doorway 
clearances are an 
important consid-
eration to ensure 
staff and patients 
can easily enter 
and exit rooms. 
The existing dressing 
rooms are closed 
off by accordion 
doors. These are 
a problem in that 
they do not give 
patients enough 
privacy and the op-
tion to lock the door 
when dressing. Also. 
they are difficult to 
get out of as there 
aren't door handles 
In order to maximize existing amenities. the unused trans- on the inside of the 
action spaces should be closed off and made into staff rooms. These have 
workstations. However, now that the plan is being totally been removed from 
redone, this unused spaces will not exist, but I will keep in the new plans for 
mind maximizing space within the reception office. the imaging center. U 
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Design Issues 
Issue:Comfort 
Comfort is a key issue and important factor to any facility provid-
ing a service such as Advanced Medical Imaging. The below 
photographs detail how comfort is an issue in the existing envi-
ronment. 
The dressing rooms patients are 
provided are inadequate in many 
ways. The unusually low bench and 
narrow room may make patients 
feel uncomfortable and may be dif-
ficult to use. It is important to me to 
provide better changing facilities in 
the new plan. 
The furniture shown in the above and below photos look 
as though they may be sufficiently comfortable. However, 
these aren't appropriate for commercial healthcare use 
because they do not provide enough support for physically 
weak or elderly people and are difficult to get up from. 
------------------------------------------------------------------0 
Issue 1: Durability 
The finishes in the current facility have not held up as long as 
they should have and would need to be replaced. Since I am 
re-designing the entire facility the current conditions of some of 
the finishes are a good example for me of what not to specify 
and have directed me toward looking at other options. 
The carpeting shown in this photo is in the current reception 
office. The wear and stains are unsightly, and I will be look-
ing at more durable flooring for this area as well as the rest 
of the building. 
Because much of the equipment used at Advanced 
Medical Imaging is very massive and heavy, durable 
flooring in the exam rooms and corridors is essential. 
The conditions in an exam room are worse than the 
above photo, but I was unable to obtain access to 
that room for photographing. 
-------@ 
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Design Issues 
Issue 1 :Visibility/Ughting 
Natural and artificial lighting are both an issue in the existing 
space as shown in the below photographs. 
The lighting conditions in these two rooms 
can be bothersome to patients and staff on 
very bright days. The fluctuation of lighting 
during the day can also be bothersome, 
particularly to staff. Relocation of affected 
rooms is a consideration as well as a profes-
sional blind/louver system to control natural 
daylight. 
Although I do not have a pho-
tograph to illustrate this, artificial 
lighting is an issue in some exam 
rooms where light shines directly 
into patients' eyes, such as in the 
MRI room. This problem will be 
taken into consideration when 
working on the lighting plan for 
the new plan. 

Client Needs 
User Requirements/Needs Preferences/Wants 
Office Employees Close manager office from Give center work desks 
lobby visibility/hearing more privacy 
Create more staff worksta-
tions 
Mammography Outlets on all walls in mam- Locate a restroom nearer 
mo room to the mammography 
Base and upper cabinets room 
for storage Base cabinets in mammo 
exam room 
CT Wider doors for CT and MRI storage on back wall of 
Can lighting around perim- control room 
eter of room Blind/louvers needed 
Different doors for dressing CT room, more storage 
(,/') rooms exam room 
-0 
Q) MRI Widen doorway for patient Some storage for pillows in Q) 
Z prep/consult room near MRI exam room 
-
MRI 
C Intercom for laundry and 
Q) MRI rooms 
U 
Ultrasound Room needs to be larger 
Room needs more durable 
flooring 
PET/Nuclear Medicine Equip facility with proper 
PET room 
Keep nuclear medicine 
and PET adjacent to one 
another 
-----------------------------------------------------------------0 
Client Needs 
User 
Bone Density 
Kitchen 
Patients 
Conference 
Room 
Miscellaneous 
Requirements/Needs 
Outlets on all walls 
Proper storage in control 
room 
Oven, stove, dishwasher in 
kitchen 
Replace existing tables 
with a larger one for more 
people 
Less audibility from lobby 
Better storage in dressing 
rooms 
Firmer furniture in lobby 
Feeling of safety and relax-
ation in facility 
New table 
Shading from bright sun-
light 
Blind/louver systems for 
rooms 
Replacement of various 
flooring 
Countertops in laundry 
room 
Preferences/Wants 
Keep restroom adjacent to 
exam room 
Move kitchen/break room 
further from patient care 
Sliding doors in entrance, 
not opening out 
Coat storage in dressing 
rooms 
Mini-fridge, projector and 
screen, 
Some storage with coun-
tertop 
Put quiet room in a more 
suitable location 
Massage room not need-
ed 
------------u 
Information Index 
ComidaofioM Goals Focts Needs ProbIem!i 
foncioo Semce Exam.. Malee 
gl'OUping col"llllilUtaliCf1$. canference room 
People I Callclbamfilfe DoctOr$.. I officewa1c near offices 
and comrnarl office 
'lftR)rtspaces pet'iOnnel Pccpe staftwa1c Doctar ofIices 
fechriicians. gl'OUping areasnem need to be 
patienhi each other nearer to o1her 
cftices 
k!fiwifies I Adjllcendes Exam.. 
torek:ded waimg.. oIIice Activity Wailing. Dilitanc:e 
acfivi1ie5 'INDI't. gl'OUping eJUil'f6. between areas of 
col"llllilUtaliCH"lS conferer1cing actMIyfar 
/COI"1MJib.. patients 
Rebtiondips I Comfort Doctor-staff. I office wa1c 
arnarlgal Iifaff-patient. 
X I pccple in the patient- Priarity Patienfl. Iifaff Enming pafier!ts (J) facldy doctor feel they are a "0 priority in mYeRJl C WCIYI 
C 
0 I I-flel'alChy Patienfl.lifaff .. Ux:afing variculi - ufitie5l~1 utldie5/equp/litar a ilarage qge E approp1cdely lo-
0 
-- I I Securily I Yliibl"dyin PrivcK:y in ofIice C 
confmls Iobbv, GI"'Id recepticn 
priYacyin areClli,.. cor'iliilM 
Fleeded areeli 
plcK:es 
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CtlmidEmIioIl5 Goals Facts - . IIeed!Ii P'roI:IIems 
Seq..teI"IfiaI Lobby.:> Unnecesmry 
f10vIr dl'el5ing traffic because of 
roDf'l'\i:'EilCWfI locaIions of 
roam>lDbby :IpOceIi 
t.Uedftow Staftenlr.> Clear ciYiliicn at 
oflir:es')I ctrt staff and pafierlt 
roDl"l'\i::ll exam m'eCllii 
roarTllPl'epeat 
edpaffem 
Relation- Profeslionat En5iUing pafierlts 
irips friencly feel they are 
receMng 
i1c:tvidua1zed 
cme 
Commuri- Open but nJa 
cafiorl confidential 
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Information Index 
CtlnsidauIions Goals 
farm 
Site Toattmct 
bIDIe5i over 
otherimagFig 
cen1eni;; 
f.rrWonrnent Mare comfort 
andmlaxed 
feelfDral 
Quardy SudaFiabie 
and duuble 
milihes.. 
~partive 
fl..mlhi'lgl 
Fuels 
Located near 
other medcal 
otIice 
bUlcirasin 
e.1CpOndFig 
area ofdiy' 
sterle# bright 
spacious 
Some 
deteriDrating 
fIocri~. 
milihes.. poor 
1Urishi'lgl in 
'I'IoIUitFlg area 
-
-"- IIe&d!i rmI:IIeIni -......, 
EdKmce-
mel'll 
Spedal Sp:J n/a 
Fcunidafionl atmCll'here 
Del"liiity r1/a n/a 
&1Wanmen- Sco1hing Too tlrignt. too 
tal fi"iirl\es many r1eutra1 
Con1ml coklni 
Too sterile. tlland 
Safely Better Not all re5Inlcrnii: 
Precauliom: atmCll'here me accesIible 
.ADA 
acc::ell5tilly. 
secll'ilV 
Neighbcn r1/a OIherimagng 
cenlersr1earby 
Home ba5ie r1/a n/a 
Orientation r1/a n/a 
Acc::e5Iibilily Res1mDITS.. Not all re5IrDorrri: 
exam I"ODI'I'IS. me accesIible 
corridas. 
dremi1g 
FODITS.. 
cona.ft 
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ComidaotioIl5 Goals FacI5 Concepts IIeed!i rmbIems 
Character Medicinal but Clmel"ltly not 
aeslhelically rralch chamcter 
pleC6irg 
Coolly Feelrlgof 
control confidential 
caremr 
palienbi 
1hrcusl\ 
design 
&::0.......,. Cod r1/a nJa 
Con1ml 
"'001 Budget r1/a r1Or1e Efficient Proper Didances and 
alDcaficr1 IDcaliDnof :5PQce alDcaficr1i 
Operatftg Coif r1/a r1/a mriolJ5: of vtmCUli: ipClCeS 
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Information Index 
Con!iidrsotiolll Goals 
Life-cyde COif Replace 
exidi'1g 
m'ilihei/fealur 
estnatWlbe 
more laili'lg 
fhCW"l current 
Tillie 
Pad .,fa 
f'reIerIt EffecfiyeIy 
5D1ve isiues 
fhrcugnre-
delign 
Fubxe Be amcre 
functional 
faci"dy after 
re-delign 
Foc1s 
Rearing 
amady .,eeds 
lobe 
replaced in 
more fhCW"l 
one a reo 
utinZlO3.. 
opemmg 
liocethen 
Operaiwig 
witn5Drne 
ilisues 
.,fa 
-" 
..JL IIDed:s P'mbIeIn!i 
Multi- No roams nJa 
function iervemare 
fhCW"l CX'1e 
function 
MerchCW"l- No merchan- n/a 
ailing ailing 
Er1esgy Lighting nJa 
Conmrv-
alien 
Adaptabiily .,fa n/a 
T'*rarIce .,/a nJa 
Comrerta- Not needed n/a 
~ lobe 
corweffed fer 
other needs 
Expandbirdy CurrenHya. nJa 
faci"dy 
oIferWIgIi wi. 
bepovided 
in re-delign 
Linear/cone .,/a nJa 
urrent 
IiChedullir1g 
Phaling Easy nJa 
progreu'iDr1 to 
dlferent 
s~ 
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Criteria Matrix 
The basic location relationships I determined from my client interviews will remain the same 
because the clients' needs are most important to me. However, some rooms may be 
located nearer to other rooms as a result of re-allocation of spaces within the facility. The 
square footages for most rooms remain the same because the existing sizes of most exam 
rooms were sufficient for the necessary equipment and it is important that I keep similar 
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dimensions and 
square footages. 
In most rooms 
I tried to allow 
for some extra 
space for easier 
circulation and 
access. The 
reception area 
and lobby are 
now very central-
Iy located-sym-
metrically so to 
the surrounding 
exam rooms and 
other remaining 
rooms. The situ-
ation of central 
reception/office 
areas allows staff 
easy access to 
the surrounding 
rooms, 
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TMC Advanced Imaging Palm Valley, Goodyear, Arizona 
The Stein-Cox Group 
The environment at TMC Advanced Imaging seems The pattern in the carpet and texture on the tile 
as if it would be very comforting to patients. The wall are also apparent but not over-stimulating. 
finishes in this facility are warm and inviting, un- The imaging room seems to be a very calm place, 
like some very sterile medical office environments again, unlike some more sterile medical offices. The 
that make patient uncomfortable. Unlike some lighting in this room is subtle, not too bright, and 
other facilities, including Advanced Medical Im- the unique lighting fixture above seems to give off 
aging, this one does not have a reception area warm light. Though the room seems a little plain, 
open to the waiting room, though it is clear to pa- the unique floor pattern gives it some interest. 
tients where to check in. The mass of the wood 
trim in the facility are obvious but not overbearing. Source: Healthcare Spaces, No.1, Roger Vee 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------~O 
MemorialCare Breast Center at Anaheim Memorial Medical Center 
Taylor &. Associates Architects 
MemorialCare Breast Center seems 
to offer a relaxed but contempo-
rary environment in which to treat 
their patients. The women's wait-
ing area seems to be a comfort-
able, quiet area for sit before their 
appointments. The adjacent dress-
ing rooms seem to be functional. 
From the photo, I can see that the 
dressing rooms each have a com-
fortable-looking bench for patients 
to sit on or 
place their belongings on while 
changing, as well as a hook to 
hang clothing on. These dressing 
rooms provide some good ideas 
for me to use on my project at Ad-
vanced Medical Imaging because 
the dressing rooms in the facility 
need to be improved. 
The check out area counters and 
partitions are angular and mas-
sive, while the ceiling lighting is 
curvilinear, which seem to balance 
each other. 
The colors used throughout the 
space are cool but inviting and 
calming. Though materials such as 
metal and glass are used, which 
sometimes seem too sterile are 
very appropriate in the space and 
are complemented by the colors. 
Source: Healthcare Spaces, No.1, 
Roger Vee 
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Resurrection Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois 
Loeb Schlossman &. Hackl 
The Radiology Department at Ressurection Medical 
Center appears to be a comfortable environment 
for patients. The lobby is very warm and inviting. 
The lighting has a warm, rather than sterile 
feel. The curvilinear reception desk and side 
tables as well as lampshades and ceiling coves 
are complemented by the angular details in the 
reception desk, the window mullions, and the wall 
openings. The millwork and custom reception desk 
are massive though very attractive. 
Some items of concern in this space are the lack 
of non-neutral colors, except for the seating, and 
the lack of signage . 
The imaging room meshes well with the equipment 
it houses. The neutral colors on the walls and 
casework make the room appear very uniform. 
There is ample storage in this room, necessary in 
any medical space. 
Source: Healthcare Spaces, No.1, Roger Vee 
-----------------------------------------------------------------0 
Benchmarks: Day Spa 
Imaging Center turned day spa ... 
benefits: 
-healing, restorative environment 
-improving patients' view of medical facilities 
-calming finishes 
Trends in healthcare industry ... 
Article: The Role of the Physical Environment and Social Environment in Promoting 
Health, Safety, and Effectiveness in the Healthcare Workplace. The Center for Health 
Design 
• Family is important to incorporate into a patient's care 
• Healthcare work is more effective when practitioners work in well-developed 
teams and interdependently of patients and family 
• Healthcare has moved from treating patients physically to more holistic treat-
ment-emotionally and spiritually also 
• Physical environment affects health and safety of healthcare employees 
• Back pain is common among healthcare workers, ergonomics is important to their 
jobs- softer floors, evaluation of workspaces needed 
• Office areas for interactive work are important, staff lounges, neutral zones as well 
as dedicates spaces 
• Inadequate lighting and chaotic work environments increase the likelihood of error 
• Similarly equipped rooms to avoid confusion 
Article: The Marriage of Form and Function: 
Creating a Healing Environment. KI 
• A healing environment is not only one that takes care 
of the patient but the family of the patient and the 
caregivers or healthcare workers 
• Bring the outside in 
• Lounge area for staff to relax in 
• Concealed storage 
• Finishes and furnishings that give a home-like feel 
images borrowed from:http://wwwsalonmtenors.comiportfolio 
----------~ 
The project I chose to focus on for my senior project is a 
healthcare facility, Advanced Medical Imaging. The facility is 
located in Kokomo, Indiana and is about 10,000 square feet 
in size. Throughout the programming phase I had intended 
maintain the original facility layout and just make minor spatial 
changes with my re-design. However, I have now decided to~ 
re-design the entire ftoorplan, starting with a clean slate and 
designing the imaging center as if it were new construction. 
Through this approach I will be able to show more creativitywhile 
still keeping in mind the clients' needs in order to design a 
functional facility. I have re-allocated space for all components 
of the imaging center including the recep tion and waiting area, 
exam rooms, offices, utilities, restrooms, etc. I have provided a 
complete set of construction documents from the demolition 
plan to the finishes and furniture plan. 
Throughout the re-design I have kept in mind the concept of 
spa design, in particular, the interior aesthetics and atmosphere 
of spas. Because medical visits are often dreaded and prltipnt<" 
may feel uncomfortable in medical environments, 
inspired to create a new environment. The completed 
(is intended to provide a space that is relaxing and soothing 
patients and comfortably functional for staff. In this way it will 
reflect a spa atmosphere but will also be a professional and 
clean environment. 
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_ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Medium Oak 
Style: 
Timberline 
Manufacturer: 
Armstrong 
Tag #: R4 
Description: 
To be used in corridor, pattern 
Additional Information: 
Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Medium Wenge 
Style: 
Timberline 
Manufacturer: 
Armstrong 
Tag #: R5 
Description: 
To be used in corridor, pattern 
Additional Information: 
_, Finish Specifications - Advanced Medica/Imaging 
Colorway: 
Oatmeal 88412 
Style: 
Medintech 
Manufacturer: 
Armstrong 
Tag #: Rl 
Description: 
To be used in exam rooms, utility 
rooms 
Additional Information: 
~_ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Moss 88460 
Style: 
Medintech 
Manufacturer: 
Armstrong 
Tag #: R2 
Description: 
To be used in exam rooms 
Additional Information: 
_ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Natural Grey 88464 
Style: 
Medintech 
Manufacturer: 
Armstrong 
Tag #: R3 
Description: 
To be used in exam rooms, laun-
dry room 
Additionallnforma"l"ion: 
_, Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Catch and Release 2404 
Style: 
Duke's Creek 0990 
Manufacturer: 
Blueridge 
Tag #: Cl 
Description: 
To be used in open office area 
Additional Information: 
_ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
President 
Style: 
Boardroom 
Manufacturer: 
Mannington 
Tag #: C2 
Description: 
To be used in doctors' office, 
manager office, consult room 
Additional Information: 
___ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Canvas 11 
Style: 
Diplomat 
Manufacturer: 
Johnsonite 
Tag #: 81 
Oesc ription: 
To be used throughout facility, 
except for laundry, restrooms, 
and utilities 
Additional Information: 
_ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Canvas 11 
Style: 
Standard Toe 
Manufacturer: 
Johnsonite 
Tag #: B2 
Description: 
To be used in laundry, utilities 
Additional Information: 
, __ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
London Fog 
Style: 
Bliss 
Manufacturer: 
Designtex 
Descriplion: 
To be used in open office sitting 
area, task chairs; refer to furni-
ture schedule 
Additional Information: 
Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Prairie Dust 
Style: 
Bliss 
Manufacturer: 
Designtex 
Description: 
To be used on task chairs; refer 
to furniture schedule 
Additional Information: 
Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Savanna 
Style: 
Bliss 
Manufacturer: 
Designtex 
Description: 
To be used in lobby sitting area, 
task chairs; refer to furniture 
schedule 
Additional Information: 
"_ Finish Specifications - Advanced Medical Imaging 
Colorway: 
Toast 
Style: 
Bliss 
Manufacturer: 
Designtex 
Description: 
To be used on task chairs; refer 
to furniture schedule 
Additional Information: 
